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Abstract— Object detection and data association are critical
components in multi-object tracking (MOT) systems. Despite
the fact that the two components are dependent on each
other, prior works often design detection and data association
modules separately which are trained with separate objectives.
As a result, one cannot back-propagate the gradients and
optimize the entire MOT system, which leads to sub-optimal
performance. To address this issue, recent works simultaneously
optimize detection and data association modules under a joint
MOT framework, which has shown improved performance in
both modules. In this work, we propose a new instance of joint
MOT approach based on Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). The
key idea is that GNNs can model relations between variablesized objects in both the spatial and temporal domains, which
is essential for learning discriminative features for detection
and data association. Through extensive experiments on the
MOT15/16/17/20 datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our GNN-based joint MOT approach and show state-of-the-art
performance for both detection and MOT tasks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Object detection [1]–[10] and data association [11]–[18]
are two components of multi-object tracking (MOT), which
is essential to perception in robotic systems such as autonomous driving [19]–[23] and assistive robots [24]–[26].
Prior work [12], [16] often approaches MOT in an online
fashion using a tracking-by-detection pipeline, where a detector outputs detections followed by a data association module
matching the detections with past tracklets to form new
tracklets up to the current frame. Oftentimes, the detector
and data association modules are trained separately in prior
work. However, with this separate optimization procedure,
we cannot back-propagate errors through the entire MOT
system. In other words, each module is optimized only
towards its own local optimum, but not towards the objective
of MOT. As a result, this separate optimization procedure
used in prior work often yields sub-optimal performance.
To improve performance, we investigate 1) joint optimization of object detection and data association, which we refer
to as the joint MOT framework; 2) within the joint MOT
framework, how to learn more discriminative features. First,
to address the joint MOT problem, prior work [27]–[36] has
explored different directions. [27]–[30] proposed to unify
object detector with a model-free single-object tracker, where
the tracker directly regresses the location of each object
detected in the previous frame to the current frame. As each
object is tracked independently, the data association problem
is naturally resolved. [31]–[34] proposed to extend an object
detector by adding a re-identification (Re-ID) [37], [38] or
ID verification branch which extracts features of objects
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Fig. 1. (Top left): Although jointly training detection and data association,
prior work does not take into account object-object relations. (Top right):
Prior work leverages object-object relations but only adopts it for data association. By using off-the-shelf detections that cannot be optimized jointly,
such disjoint MOT paradigm can lead to sub-optimal MOT performance.
(Bottom): Our method leverages spatial-temporal object relations for both
detection and data association under a joint MOT framework.

for matching across frames. Also, [35], [36] proposed an
anchor tube. Different from anchor box used in anchor-based
detectors, anchor tube represents a sequence of bounding
boxes in a list of frames (one box per frame). Given video
clips as inputs, true positive tubes can be found and used as
tracklet outputs, which solves the joint MOT problem in a
single shot.
Although prior joint MOT methods achieved impressive
performance, we observed that the feature extracted for
individual object/tracklet/tube is independent of one another
and object-object relations are ignored. We argue that such
object relations are useful to both object detection and data
association. For example, for object detection in MOT, if
related objects (e.g., two pedestrians that walk together) cooccur in the last frame, it is likely that they will also co-occur
in the current frame at a nearby location. For data association,
if the similarity score of two objects across frames increases
with a high confidence (i.e., it is likely that these two objects
have the same identity), then the similarity score between any
of these two objects and other objects should be suppressed
to avoid confusion in data association. As a result, to achieve
better performance for the joint MOT framework, we should
design our method to leverage object-object relations. While
recent works [39]–[41] have exploited object-object relations
in data association, they are limited to disjoint MOT where
the detector is optimized separately. Therefore, the object
relations are not used for the detector which is sub-optimal.
To deal with the above issue, we propose a new instance
of joint MOT approach that can model object-object relations
for both object detection and data association. Specifically,
to obtain more discriminative features, we use Graph Neural

Networks (GNNs) to exploit object-object relations. Then,
the obtained features that consider object relations are used
for both tasks of detection and data association. With GNNs,
the feature extracted for each object is not isolated anymore,
but instead can be adapted via features of its related objects
in both spatial and temporal domains. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first to model object relations via
GNNs in the joint MOT framework. Our work overcomes
the limit of prior work that 1) can perform joint MOT
while ignoring object relations, or 2) can model object
relations in association but cannot address joint MOT and
use object relations to improve detection. Through experiments on MOTChallenges, we show S.O.T.A. performance
on MOT15/20 and competitive performance on MOT16/17
datasets. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) A joint MOT approach that models object relations via
GNNs to improve both detection and data association;
2) Strong empirical performance on MOT 15/16/17/20
datasets for both detection and MOT tasks.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Object Detection. There have been tremendous advancements in image-based detection since large datasets such as
COCO [42] have been introduced. In past few years, anchorbased object detectors [2], [5], [43], [44] have been dominant
in the field of object detection. Recently, a new type of
detector that models objects as points has been proposed
[45], [46] and achieved impressive performance. However,
image-based methods suffer from unstable detections across
frames as they use a single image as input. To deal with the
issue, video detection [47]–[49] has been investigated which
uses multiple frames as inputs. Although producing more
temporally-consistent detections than image-based methods,
existing video-based methods cannot model object relations.
Similar to video-based detection methods, our joint MOT
method also takes multiple frames as inputs to obtain detections. However, our difference is that, in additional to
leveraging multiple frames of input, we also model object
relations via GNNs, which can further improve detection
performance when the objects across consecutive frames are
highly related to one another. (e.g., object co-occurring.
Multi-Object Tracking. Recent MOT work primarily focuses on data association component in the tracking-bydetection pipeline, which can be split into online and batch
methods. Online methods [12], [16], [50], [51] only require
information up to the current frame for data association and
can be useful to online applications. On the other hand, batch
methods [52]–[57] need to have access to global information
(i.e., information up to the current frame plus information
from future frames), which can theoretically achieve higher
accuracy than online methods but are not applicable to online
scenarios. We restrict the scope of this paper to online
methods. Different from prior online methods that use offthe-shelf detections and only focus on the data association
component, our method jointly optimizes detection and data

association with an additional GNN module for object-object
relation modeling which improves performance in both tasks.
Joint Detection and Data Association. To enable gradient
back-propagation in the joint MOT framework and improve
overall performance, [27]–[36] attempted to jointly optimize
detection and data association for MOT. As introduced
before, prior joint MOT methods can be mostly split into
three categories: 1) unify a single-object tracker with an
object detector; 2) add a Re-ID branch to object detection
network; 3) use anchor tube representation for one-shot joint
MOT. For example, [29] builds on top of Faster-RCNN [2]
and makes its bounding box regression head multi-purpose,
i.e., not only to refine the detected bounding boxes but also
to serve as a single object tracker that regresses the object
location from the previous frame to the current frame. Our
method shares a similar spirit with prior joint MOT methods
but goes beyond them by modeling spatial-temporal object
relations. We show that our method can improve performance
for both object detection and data association tasks in MOT.
Graph Neural Networks for Relation Modeling. GNNs
were first introduced by [58] to process data with a graph
structure using neural networks. The key idea is to construct
a graph with nodes and edges relating each other and update
node/edge features based on relations, i.e., a process called
node feature aggregation. In recent years, different GNNs
(e.g., GraphConv [59], GCN [60], GAT [61], etc) have been
proposed each with a unique feature aggregation rule which
are shown to be effective on various tasks. Specifically for
MOT, recent work [39]–[41], [62] formulates data association as an edge classification problem using GNNs, where
each node represents an object and each edge relating two
nodes denotes the similarity between detection and tracklets.
These approaches use GNNs to update node features via
object relation modeling and have shown improved MOT
performance. As opposed to these methods that focus only
on using GNNs to improve data association, our work uses
GNNs for joint detection and association, where the detection
branch also benefits from the GNN relation modeling.
III. A PPROACH
We follow online MOT methodology. Given images Ft−1 ,
Ft at frame t-1, t and tracklets at frame t-1, denoted as
Pt−1
1
2
Tt−1 ={Tt−1
, Tt−1
, ..., Tt−1
} as inputs, we aim to detect
objects Dt = {Dt1 , Dt2 , ..., DtKt } in Ft , and associate them to
tracklets Tt−1 , where Kt and Pt−1 are number of detections
and tracklets which can vary across frames. By associating
detections to past tracklets, we can determine whether to
extend or terminate an existing tracklet or to initiate a new
tracklet at frame t. We perform this process iteratively at
every frame to obtain the tracklets of the entire video.
To simultaneously detect and associate objects for MOT,
we integrate a detector and a Re-ID module in our model.
However, doing so alone does not leverage spatial-temporal
object relations. Therefore, we use GNNs to extract relations
between objects and learn better features to improve both
detection and data association. For illustration, we show the
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Fig. 2. (a) Overview of the Proposed Network. We first extract features
from images Ft and Ft−1 using a shared backbone. To obtain
0 ). To
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given the tracklets’ boxes (red boxes in M̂t−1
feature of each tracklet in Tt−1 , we use RoIAlign to crop feature from the image feature M̂t−1
0
obtain features of potential detections, we use feature of every pixel in M̂t . To construct a graph with manageable number of edges, we only define edges
between features of potential detections to tracklets if their spatial distances are within a window (grey boxes in M̂t0 ). With the constructed graph, we
use 3-layer GNNs to update features of tracklets and potential detections via node feature aggregation. A detection and data association head is applied to
every layer of GNNs to obtain final detections and matching. (b) Detection and Data Association: The location, box size, and refinement heads generate
l , M̂ l , and M̂ l which are used to obtain detections. The embedding head generates M̂ l to compute identity embedding for data association. (c) Node
M̂L
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Feature Aggregation. The mixed color illustrates that features from tracklets and potential detections affect each other via relation modeling.

proposed network architecture in Fig. 2, which contains four
modules: feature extraction (Sec. III-A), node feature aggregation (Sec. III-C), detection (Sec. III-A) and association
(Sec. III-B). As we use GNNs for Simultaneous Detection
and Tracking, we abbreviate our method as GSDT.
A. Feature Extraction and Object Detection
Given two input images Ft−1 and Ft , we first use a shared
DLA-34 backbone [63] to extract feature maps at two frames
W
H
0
M̂t−1
, M̂t0 ∈ R r × r ×C as shown in Fig. 2 (a) left, where
r is the downsample ratio, W /H are width and heights of
the images, and C is the number of channels. Both image
0
features M̂t−1
, M̂t0 will be used in the following relation
modeling, object detection and data association modules.
Also, for the image feature at frame t, we will update it
at the lth layer of GNNs to obtain M̂tl (Sec. III-C).
For object detection, we follow CenterNet [64] and detect
each object by finding its center coordinate (x, y) and
width/height (w, h). As we only perform detection in the
frame t, we feed M̂tl to three heads (location, box size and
refinement heads) as shown in Fig. 2 (b), which provides
W
H
three maps, i.e., a location map M̂Ll ∈ R r × r , a size map
W
H
W
H
M̂Sl ∈ R r × r ×2 , and a refinement map M̂Rl ∈ R r × r ×2 .
As the names suggest, M̂Ll provides rough estimates of object
center coordinates, M̂Sl gives estimated widths and heights,
and M̂Rl refines rough coordinates to be precise. Note that
these three detection heads can operate on any GNN layer l.
Training. To train three detection heads and back-propagate
the gradients through the entire network, we need to construct ground truth (GT) for each map and apply loss
H
W
functions. For GT location map MLl ∈ R r × r , we use a
Gaussian heatmap where the peaks occupy the locations of
GT objects. Specifically, the value at the location (i, j) is:

MLl (i, j) =

XN
k=1

exp (−

(i−b

xk
r

c)2 +(j−b
2
2σk

yk
r

c)2

), (1)

where N is number of GT objects and (xk , yk ) is the center
coordinate of GT object k, and b·c is a floor function. The
standard deviation σk scales with the GT box size (wk , hk )
[46]. For GT box size and refinement maps MSl , MRl , if there
exists a GT object center at location (i, j), then:
MSl (i, j, :) = (w, h),
(2)
x
x
y
y
MRl (i, j, :) = ( − b c, − b c).
(3)
r
r r
r
After we construct the GT for three maps, we use focal
loss for the location map Llloc , and L1 loss for the size map
Llsize and refinement map Llref . Note that for size/refinement
maps, their losses are only applied to locations with GT
objects. The overall loss for detection is then:
Lldet = λ1 Llloc + λ2 Llsize + λ3 Llref ,

(4)

where we empirically found λ1 = λ3 = 1, λ2 = 0.1 could
achieve a well balance between each individual loss.
B. Data Association
To match detections with tracklets, we add an additional
embedding head as shown in Fig. 2 (b) to learn an identity
embedding for each potential detection, i.e., every pixel in
M̂tl . These identity embeddings are used to compute similarity between every pair of tracklet and potential detection
during testing, where the identity embeddings of tracklets
are cached when they are detected in the previous frame.
Specifically, given M̂tl as inputs, our embedding head outputs
W
H
an embedding map M̂El ∈ R r × r ×D , where D denotes
the embedding dimension and each pixel in M̂El has an
embedding for a potential detection centered at this pixel.
Training. To optimize our embedding head, we further use
embedding at each pixel of the embedding map M̂El as input,
and predict its identity vector p̂, the ith entry of which
represents the probability of this pixel has an object identity
of i. Also, we will need the GT identity vector p for training,
which is a one-hot vector of length M (M is the number

of object identities in the target dataset). Note that in the
GT identity vector p, only the GT identity index is filled
with 1 while all other indexes are 0s. Similar as before, we
only supervise our embedding map M̂El at pixels where there
exists a GT object using a cross-entropy loss as follows:
1 XN XM
pk (m)log(p̂k (m)). (5)
Llemb =
k=1
m=1
N
C. Graph Neural Networks for Relation Modeling
As detection and data association modules alone overlook
spatial-temporal relations between tracklets and detections,
we use GNNs to further leverage such relation information
and obtain better features for joint MOT.
Graph Construction. To perform graph feature learning,
we need to construct a graph G(V, E) with nodes V being
features of detections and tracklets. For features of tracklets,
we can easily obtain them as tracklets’ boxes are given as
inputs. Specifically, we crop tracklet features from the image
0
feature M̂t−1
using the RoIAlign [44] operator. However, it
is relatively non-trivial to obtain features of detections. This
is because objects have not been detected in M̂tl so we do not
have their locations to crop features from M̂tl . To overcome
this issue, we use feature at every pixel of M̂tl to represent a
H
potential detection, resulting in W
r × r detection nodes. This
design choice is made because we believe that M̂tl contains
enough information about detections, as all three detection
heads are branched from M̂tl .
In addition to node construction, we also need the set of
edges E. A simple solution is to define an edge between
every pair of nodes, resulting in a fully-connected graph.
However, such a graph with massive number of edges can
be computationally expensive and sometimes impractical
when the number of tracklets and potential detections (i.e.,
number of pixels in M̂tl ) are too large. Instead, we take
advantage of domain knowledge in MOT: (a) data association
only happens across frames (not in the same frame); (b)
displacement of the same object is often small across frames.
According to (a), we only define edges between tracklet
nodes and detection nodes. Based on (b), for every tracklet
node, we only connect it to detection nodes that are in nearby
locations, i.e., within a s × s spatial window centered at
the tracklet location in Ft−1 . We use s = 15 in our model
which balances computation and performance. We illustrate
the idea of edge construction in Fig. 2, where grey boxes
on M̂tl enclose the pixels (detection nodes) that have edges
with tracklets.
Node Feature Aggregation. The key idea of our method is
using GNNs to model object-object relations and improve
feature learning for both detection and data association. To
that end, we iteratively update node features by aggregating
features from its neighborhood nodes connected with edges.
In this way, information can propagate through the graph and
nodes are allowed to interact. So the question is how exactly
we should perform the node feature aggregation?
Recently, there are many GNNs proposed, e.g., GraphConv
[59], AGNNConv [65], EdgeConv [66], each with a different
node aggregation rule. To explore how different GNNs affect

our joint MOT method, we try five popular GNNs in our
model in the ablation study and compare their performance.
Our final model uses GraphConv as it provides the best empirical performance. Specifically, GraphConv updates node
features using the following rule:
X
hil = ρ1 (hil−1 ) +
ρ2 (hjl−1 ),
(6)
j∈N (i)

where hil represents the feature of node i at GNN layer l,
N (i) defines neighborhood of node i, and ρ1 , ρ2 are linear
layers. Note that, for detection nodes that have no edge
to any tracklets, the second term in Eq. 6 disappears, and
these potential detection nodes are only used for discovering
new objects in frame t (not having corresponding tracklet
in frame t-1). Also, one might argue that, as our edges are
only defined across frames, object-object relations are only
modeled in the temporal domain for data association but not
in the spatial domain for object detection, i.e., nodes within
the same frame cannot interact. This is true if we only have a
single layer of GNNs. In the case we use more than one layer,
the information can be propagated back and forth, enabling
spatial-temporal object relation modeling. For example, in
the first layer, the feature of a detection node i1 is aggregated
to a tracklet node j. Then in the second layer, the feature
of the tracklet node j is propagated to a different detection
node i2 , i.e., part of the node feature i1 is propagated to the
detection node i2 which enables spatial relation modeling in
the same frame. In ablation study, we will explore how the
number of GNN layers will affect performance of our model.
In our best model, we use three layers of GNNs.
D. Joint Detection and Association with GNNs
Although the detection and association heads introduced
in Sec. III-A and III-B can solve joint detection and data
association problem by training two modules together, they
do not leverage object relations if they only use features from
0
M̂t−1
, M̂t0 . As shown in Fig. 2, to leverage GNNs, we apply
the detection and association head also to features obtained
in GNN layer 1, 2, etc, which have better features after node
feature aggregation by encoding relations. To summarize, the
overall loss of our network is a summation of detection and
data association losses over all layers of GNNs:
X
Ltotal =
η1 Lldet + η2 Llemb ,
(7)
l

where l is the index of GNN layers and η1 , η2 denote weights
of each loss. We adopt an automatic loss weighting scheme
as in [67] to balance η1 and η2 . We refer our readers to [67]
for details about this automatic loss weighting.
E. Inference and Tracking Management
At test time, we iteratively detect objects and associate
them to existing tracklets. At every frame, we first obtain
estimated detections Dt in Ft by post processing M̂Ll , M̂Sl ,
and M̂Rl followed by non-maximal suppression. Also, we
obtain identity embeddings from M̂El at pixels where objects
are detected, which provides us identity embeddings of
detections Dt . The identity embeddings for Tt−1 are cached
when they are detected in the previous frame so they are

TABLE I
MOT EVALUATION ON 2DMOT2015/MOT16/MOT17/MOT20 TEST
SETS AS OF

Evaluating Multi-Object Tracking. We summarize results on the MOTChallenges for ours and published
methods in Table I, marking the best, second best, and
third best. Across most metrics (e.g., primary metrics
MOTA and IDF1), we achieve the best performance on
all 2DMOT2015/MOT16/MOT17/MOT20 datasets among
published methods. As the MOTA metric emphasizes more
on detection side, we believe our strong MOTA performance shows that our detector is stronger than prior
methods. Also, our strong IDF1 performance suggests
that our method is able to produce temporally-consistent
tracklets due to the spatial-temporal relation modeling via
GNNs. Moreover, when comparing with prior joint MOT
methods without modeling object relations such as [27],

MOT17
MOT20

MOTA(%)↑ IDF1(%)↑ MT(%)↑ ML(%)↓ IDS↓

DMT [27]
Tracktor++V2 [29]
MDP SubCNN [11]
CDA DDAL [80]
MPNTrack [40]
Lif T [81]
EAMTT [82]
AP HWDPL [83]
NOMTwSDP [84]
RAR15 [85]
Tube TK [35]
GSDT (Ours)

44.5
46.6
47.5
51.3
51.5
52.5
53.0
53.0
55.5
56.5
58.4
60.7

49.2
47.6
55.7
54.1
58.6
60.0
54.0
52.0
59.1
61.3
53.1
64.6

34.7
18.2
30.0
36.3
31.2
33.8
35.9
29.1
39.0
45.1
39.3
47.0

22.1 684
27.9 1,290
18.6 628
22.2 544
25.9 375
25.8 1,047
19.6 776
20.2 708
25.8 427
14.6 428
18.0 854
10.5 480

MPNTrack [40]
Lif T [81]
DeepSORT 2 [13]
NOMTwSDP16 [84]
VMaxx [86]
RAR16wVGG [85]
TAP [87]
CNNMTT [88]
POI [89]
Tube TK POI [35]
CTracker V1 [34]
GSDT (Ours)

58.6
61.3
61.4
62.2
62.6
63.0
64.8
65.2
66.1
66.9
67.6
74.5

61.7
64.7
62.2
62.6
49.2
63.8
73.5
62.2
65.1
62.2
57.2
68.1

27.3
27.0
32.8
32.5
32.7
39.9
38.5
32.5
34.0
39.0
32.9
41.2

34.0
34.0
18.2
31.1
21.1
22.1
21.6
21.3
20.8
16.1
23.1
17.3

354
389
1,423
406
1,389
482
571
946
3,093
1,236
1,897
1,229

MPNTrack [40]
Lif T [81]
Tube TK [35]
CTrackerV1 [34]
CTTrack17 [30]
GSDT (Ours)

58.8
60.5
63.0
66.6
67.8
73.2

61.7
65.6
58.6
57.4
64.7
66.5

28.8
27.0
31.2
32.2
34.6
41.7

33.5
33.6
19.9
24.2
24.6
17.5

1,185
1,189
4,137
5,529
3,039
3,891

SORT20 [12]
Tracktor++V2 [29]
MPNTrack [40]
GSDT (Ours)

42.7
52.6
57.6
67.1

45.1
52.7
59.1
67.5

16.7
29.4
38.2
53.1

26.2
26.7
22.5
13.2

4,334
1,648
1,210
3,133

TABLE II
D ETECTION EVALUATION ON MOT17D ET /MOT20D ET TEST SET.
Method
MOT17

Implementation Details. We use an Adam optimizer with
an initial learning rate of 1e−4 decaying by a factor of 0.1
at epoch 20 and 27. We train the network for a total of 30
epochs with a batch size of 16. Following TR-MOT [32], we
use a mix of six pedestrian detection datasets for pre-training,
including CalTech [76], MOT17 [71], CUHK-SYSU [37],
ETH [77], PRW [78], and CityPersons [79]. Same as [32],
we removed a few sequences in the above six datasets which
overlap with MOT test set to avoid training with test data,
for the sake of fair comparison.

MOT20

Evaluation Metrics. For MOT, we use standard CLEAR
MOT metrics [74] and IDF1 metric [75]. For object detection, we report the Average Precision (AP) using official
MOT17Det and MOT20Det evaluation protocol.

MOT16

IV. E XPERIMENTS
Datasets. We evaluate our method on MOTChallenges
[70]–[73], including the 2DMOT15/MOT16/MOT17/MOT20
benchmarks. These datasets have two tracks: public and
private, where the public track asks methods to use off-theshelf detections provided by the datasets while methods in
the private track can use their own detections. As we jointly
detect and track objects (not using off-the-shelf detections for
disjoint MOT), it is straightforward to evaluate our method
in private track. For a fair comparison with prior work, we
evaluate on the test set by submitting our results to the MOT
test server.

2021/03/22 ( PUBLISHED METHODS ONLY ).

Method

2DMOT2015

also available. We use these embeddings to compute affinity
matrix Ŝ where each entry represents the similarity between
every pair of tracklet and detection. We then feed Ŝ to the
Hungarian Algorithm [68] to find the best matches between
Dt and Tt−1 . For each detection that is not matched to any
tracklets, we use it to initialize a new tracklet if its detection
confidence score is higher than 0.4. For unmatched tracklets,
they might either exit the scene or be still in the scene but not
detected. To avoid terminating tracklets that are still in the
scene, we use the Kalman filter [69] to extend the unmatched
tracklets for τterm frames, while keep trying to match these
tracklets with detections in following frames. If after τterm
frames an unmatched tracklet still cannot be matched to any
new detection, we terminate this tracklet. Empirically, we
found τterm = 30 works well in our model.

AP(%)↑

MODA(%)↑

Recall(%)↑

Precision(%)↑

DPM [90]
FRCNN [2]
ZIZOM [91]
SDP [92]
F ViPeD B [93]
GSDT (Ours)

0.61
0.72
0.81
0.81
0.89
0.89

31.2
68.5
72.0
76.9
-14.4
78.1

68.1
77.3
83.3
83.5
93.2
90.7

64.8
89.8
88.0
92.6
46.4
87.8

ViPeD20 [93]

0.80

46.0

86.5

68.1

GSDT (Ours)

0.81

79.3

88.6

90.6

[35], our method achieves better performance as shown
in 2DMOT15/MOT16/MOT17 benchmarks, suggesting that
adding object relation modeling is useful in joint MOT. When
comparing with prior disjoint MOT methods with relation
modeling for data association such as [40], our method also
performs better across all benchmarks, suggesting that only
modeling object relations in data association is not enough,
and that it is useful to model object relations in object detection as well. All these results confirm our hypothesis that
modeling object relations in the joint MOT framework can
lead to better performance. Note that all numbers in Table I
are updated from the official leaderboard by 2021/03/22. To
visually verify our results, we also provide qualitative results

Fig. 3.

Visualization of our detection and tracking results on two sequences of the MOT17 test set.

TABLE III
A BLATION STUDY ON EFFECTIVENESS OF GNN S .
Method
No GNNs
1-layer GNNs
2-layer GNNs
3-layer GNNs

this ablation study and we do not explore more than 3 GNN
layers as GPU memory is not enough to fit our model.

MOTA(%)↑ IDF1(%)↑ MT(%)↑ ML(%)↓ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
79.5
81.6
81.9
82.1

73.8
77.4
75.0
76.4

71.8
66.3
65.7
65.4

8.8
13.5
13.5
12.6

1,948
1,394
1,234
1,281

1,487
1,733
1,866
1,793

139
68
54
71

of our method in Fig. 3
Evaluating Object Detection. We compare our method
with published methods in Table II. We observed that our
detector outperforms prior methods in most of the metrics.
We highlight that we achieve a higher Average Precision than
most of the prior methods, which could be attributed to our
use of GNNs that makes it easier to find existing objects
and harder to generate false positives by exploiting object
relation information.
V. A BLATION S TUDY
We conduct ablation study on the 2DMOT2015 validation
set, removing sequences overlapping with our training set.
Effect of GNNs. To answer the question on whether adding
a GNN module is useful, we train our model with {1,2,3}layer/no GNNs. The results are shown in Table III. When
comparing 1-layer/no GNNs model, we see clear improvements in primary metrics MOTA and IDF1, which shows
the usefulness of GNNs in the task of MOT. Also, with
GNNs, we see a clear decrease in IDS comparing to the
no-GNN model, which suggests that GNNs help learn more
discriminative features and reduce confusion in data association. Moreover, when comparing {1,2,3}-layer GNNs model,
we see further improvements in MOTA but lower numbers in
IDF1, especially 2-layer model. We hypothesize that adding
more layers might have made our model emphasize more
on detection but less on temporally-consistent tracking. How
to balance the task of detection and data association during
the joint MOT learning can be a very interesting research
topic in the future. Note that we use AGNNConv [65] in

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new instance of joint MOT approach
that simultaneously optimizes object detection and data
association modules. Moreover, to model spatial-temporal
object relations, we used GNNs to learn more discriminative
features that benefit both detection and data association.
Through extensive experiments, we showed effectiveness of
GNNs under the joint MOT framework and achieved stateof-the-art performance on the MOT challenges. Our code will
be released so that future follow-up work can easily build on
top of our method to advance the state-of-the-art.
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